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lemon water | lemon water life extractions LORENTZ COMPASS 3.0.10.9l. iphone ipad ipod legends pro 612 serial number code LORENTZ COMPASS 3.0.10.9l.I’m sure it’s no secret that I’m a big fan of Ingress. At its peak, it had, at about 10k players, a community of people so
enthusiastic about the game that the real-life equivalent of scorned lovers ran down the street naked, shouting out the windows about how they could fly. I have to admit, though, that it’s been a long time since I’ve checked out the app. It’s moved away from any semblance of a real-life
activity, and that’s a shame. This weekend, the launch of Ingress Prime, the game’s new progression system and a potential swansong event, has provided a reminder of how strong the community of players is, and how almost as strong is the growing interest in the world of Niantic. The
app is popular, but we’re also seeing it grow outside of the gaming community. Even if you never play the game, you may have interacted with it. Sometimes you can see it lurking in the background, watching you on live streams, lurking on your social feeds. When Niantic announced its
partnership with Anheuser-Busch, a street in Birmingham, Alabama was renamed “Budweiser Boulevard,” and while most of the drinks company’s social media channels were deleted, an Instagram account that had been set up for the occasion remained active. It may not have featured
the original Budweiser logo, but it did include a subtle reference to a tree with Bud cans hanging from it. I’m in no way implying that the creation of this account was a coordinated effort by Niantic or Anheuser-Busch (I know, who says marketing people aren’t creepy?), but the
organization of a player group could be a harmless way of getting people involved and then let them tell Niantic how they feel about certain elements of the game’s world. That’s the sort of thing I would expect from a legitimate fan community. This image was removed due to legal
reasons. The account has 1,409 followers and counting, and 82138339de
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